
 

English  

We will be beginning a new class novel called ‘Danny 

Champion of the World’ by Roald Dahl. We will be using 

hot seating and drama to understand the character’s 

feelings and emotions. We will create a character     

description, persuasive advertisement, a diary entry and 

a set of instructions. This will enable us to improve our 

sentence structures with the use of conjunctions,     

adverbials and expanded noun phrases.  We will also use 

the novel to help us improve our reading skills through                 

comprehension and guided/shared reading.  

Maths 

We will continue to consolidate our knowledge of place value for 3 and 4-digit numbers, 

use written methods for addition and subtraction of 3 and 4-digit numbers, practise 

mental methods for multiplication and division, and recognise and compare   different 

angles.  

            Science— Sound 

We will learn how vibrations cause sounds and how sounds 

travel, as well as how sounds can change pitch and loudness. 

We will also find out about how sounds are made, carrying out 

demonstrations of vibrations. Later, we will work in a hands-on 

way to explore pitch. We  will have the opportunity to make a 

string telephone, and will use this to investigate how sounds 

change over distance and through different materials.  

 

Computer Science—Photo Stories 

 We will use different software choices for a      

creative way of presenting digital photos. Using   

existing images or photos we will present a ‘photo 

story’ using still images.  

R.E— What do Christians believe about Jesus? 

We will learn about Jesus, his life, key events, his teaching and 

the impact on the lives of Christians today. 

Art—British Art 
We will learn how to use a range of media for making portraits: how 
to make ‘sensory’ boxes, create abstract ‘cut ups’, tell stories in    
pictures and write memory postcards to create quality artwork that 
shows progression in skills. We will also have the opportunity to     
explore the work of British artists: Thomas Gainsborough, Lucian 
Freud, Howard Hodgkin, Anish Kapoor, Paula Rego and Sonia Boyce.  

On  Mondays we will be  involved in the 

FISCH project. The programme is 

jointly delivered by a Health Advisor 

and a Physical Activity Officer and 

involves 10 weeks of curriculum based 

education around the benefits of a 

healthy lifestyle and fun physical   

activity sessions.  

On Tuesdays we will be learning and 

developing gymnastic skills.  

History— Romans 

Year 4 will learn about the impact the Roman Empire had 

on life in Britain. We will learn about the spread of the 

Roman Empire, the invasion of Britain and the eventual 

conquest. We will also look in detail at some aspects of 

the Romanisation of Britain, such as the building of Ro-

man roads and bath houses. The children will also investi-

gate Hadrian's Wall, examining how, where and why it was built. We will also gain an 

understanding of Roman culture and beliefs of Roman people, where we will design 

games to consolidate our knowledge about the different Roman gods and goddesses. 

Homework 

Wednesday —Reading records checked and     

homework due in. 

Friday— English and Maths homework handed out 

or Learning Log. Spelling test from the previous 

week. New spellings handed out.  
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